Word Search Puzzle

This grid of letters conceals words lying across or down, similar to a Crossword puzzle. The words to find are listed below the grid with their # of letters - cross them off once you've entered them. The circled cells - from the top, left to right - spell out this puzzle’s answer.

Retro Cross #15  Solution: 8 letters

(3) ERA   (4) ALPS   (5) BARGE
SSE      DEED       SCEND
BILL     EASE       LAMPS
GNAT     EDDY       LANES
ONEH     ICBM       LASSO
RACE     MAR       (6) AGENTS
HANDS    MARK       BUILD
PARED    PATH       SLADE
SPANG    PLAN       ESPRIT
GALLOP   PATH       SLOSH
SENDERS  PLAN       SLOTS
INCEMENCY SPATIAL (8) HEDGEHOG
(7) SENDERS SPATIAL (8) HEDGEHOG
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